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ABSTRACT 
We consider the exponential maps fx :C ~ C defined by the formula fx(z) = Le z, L e (0, i/e]. Let 
Jr (fD be the subset of the Julia set consisting of points that do not escape to infinity under forward 
iterates of f .  Our main result is that the function ;~ ~ hx := HD(Jr(fD), )~ 6 (0, 1/el, is continuous 
at the point 1/e. As a preparation for this result we deal with the map fl/e itself. We prove that the 
hue-dimensional Hausdorff measure of Jr (fl/e) is positive and finite on each horizontal strip, and that 
the hue-dimensional packing measure of Jr(fx) is locally infinite at each point of Jr(fD. Our main 
technical devices are formed by the, associated with fx, maps Fx defined on some strip P &height 2rr 
and also associated with them conformal measures. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the exponent ia l  maps fx :C  ~ C def ined by the formula f~ (z) = 
)~e z, )~ 6 (0, 1/el .  C. McMul len  has proved in [7] that HD( J ( f ) ) ,  the Hausdor f f  
d imension o f  the Jul ia set o f  f is equal to 2. In fact McMul len  has shown more, 
that the set o f  points escaping to infinity trader f has Hausdor f f  d imens ion equal  
to 2. In [9] and [10] we extensively explored J r ( fx) ,  the complement  o f  this 
latter set in J ( f ) ,  for hyperbol ic  parameters ;.. Hyperbol ic  means here that f~ 
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has an attracting periodic orbit. This set has turned out to carry the interesting 
component of the dynamics and geometry of the maps fz. It was shown in [10] 
that the function )~ ~+ HD(Jr (fz)) is real-analytic n some neighbourhood f every 
hyperbolic parameter )~. In this paper we make the first step beyond hyperbolicity 
and we consider the parabolic parameter 1/e. It is called parabolic since f l/e (1) = 1 
and f~/e(1) = 1. Notice that (0, l/e) is a subset of hyperbolic parameters and 
therefore the function )~ ~ HD(Jr( fD),  L 6 (0, l/e), is real-analytic. The natural 
question arises about he asymptotic behavior of this Hausdorff dimension function 
when )~ ,7 1/e. Using our main technical devices formed by the, associated with 
fz, maps Fz defined on some strip P of height 2rr and also associated with them 
conformal measures, we answer this question by proving the following. 
Theorem 1.1. The function )~ ~ h~ = HD(J~(fz)), )~ c (0, 1/el is continuous. 
A similar problem was also positively resolved in [2] for the quadratic family 
{z ~-~ z 2 + C}ce[O,1/4]. The general idea of using conformal measures i in our paper 
the same as in [2]. Our proof is however computationally simpler and clearer, mainly 
due to the change of variables which sends the repelling fixed points of all the maps 
fz to the one point 0, and is actually of local character, so it in fact can be applied 
in a much more general setting. 
As a preparation for the proof of Theorem 1.1 we develop in Section 3 the theory 
of the map f l/e itself. It is partially modeled on the papers [1,3,4,6,9]. We provide 
sketches of proofs and indicate how to complete them using the arguments from the 
above mentioned papers. In particular we provide an actually complete description 
of the structure of conformal measures of the map f l /e, we prove that the hi~e- 
dimensional Hausdorffmeasure of Jr (fl/e) is positive and finite on each horizontal 
strip, and that the h 1/e-dimensional packing measure of Jr (fz) is locally infinite at 
each point of Jr(fz). We also indicate that there exists a Borel probability F1/e- 
invariant ergodic measure quivalent to the appropriate conformal measure. The 
reader familiar with parabolic maps or interested only in the results proven about 
them, may skip reading Section 3 or read only the statements included there and 
focus on Section 4, the actual proof of Theorem 1.1. 
2. SHORT PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the entire paper we assume that )~ 6 (0, I/e]. Then fzl• has a unique 
(positive, repelling in case when )~ < 1/e and parabolic equal to 1 if)~ = i/e) fixed 
point which we denote by qx. Let 
P = {z E C: -zr < Im(z) ~< Jr}. 
Let 
7r0 : C-+ P 
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be the projection determined by the condition that rr0(z) = w if and only if w 6 P 
and e z = e w. We define the map F = Fz : P -+ P we intend to work with by the 
formula 
(2.1) F(Z) = zro(f(z)). 
Throughout the entire paper we use the notation 
f := fl/e, F := FUe, Jr (Fz) = Jr (fz) f3 P, 
Jr = Jr(F1/e) and P+ = {z E P: Rez/> 1}. 
3. FRACTAL AND DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MAPS f AND F 
Our first goal in this section is to prove the existence of a conformal measure and 
to examine in detail its properties. In order to do it we begin with the definition and 
analysis &the sets KM, m > 0. Indeed, for every M > 0, let 
WM = {Z e J (F) :  Re(z) ~< M and Iz - 11/> l /M} 
and let 
(3.1) KM = A F-k(WM)" 
k>~O 
Since F : J (F)  --+ J (F)  is continuous, KM is a forward F-invariant compact subset 
of J (F). Notice also that if z ~ P, j >~ O, FJ(z) ~ P+ and IFJ(z) - 1] ~> 1/M, 
then there exists a unique holomorphic inverse branch Fz j : B( F j (z), 1/ M) --+ Q 
of F j, sending FJ(z) to z. Since for every u > 1, inf{IF1(z)l: Rez/> u} > 1, and 
since inf{Re(KM)} > 1 for every M > 0, we get the following. 
Lemma 3.1. For all M > 0 
inf{lF'(z)l: z ~ KM} > 1. 
Given t ~> 0 a Borel probability measure on P is said to be t-conformal for 
F: J (F)  --+ J(F)  if and only i fm( J (F ) )  = 1 and 
(3.2) m(F(A))  = f IF'lt dm 
A 
for every Borel set A C J (F)  such that FIA is one-to-one. First, following [3], for 
every M > 0 large enough, we shall build a probability Borel measure mM, with 
the topological support contained in KM, and which will be "almost conformal" for 
some tM >~ O, meaning that 
(3.3) mM(F(A))  >7 f [UI TM draM 
A 
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for every Borel set A C Q such that FIA is 1-to-l, and (3.2) holds if we assume 
in addition that A A {z • Q: Rez >~ M or [z - 11 <~ 1/M} = 0. In what follows, 
throughout Lemma 3.2 we follow closely the appropriate r asoning from [ 11 ]. In the 
sequel, we will need to refer to some details of the construction of the measure raM, 
so we briefly describe it now. For every M > 0 large enough choose a finite set 
E M C KM such that the B(E M, 1/2M) D KM and that E M contains the forward 
orbit of a periodic point ~ of F. Notice that, since KM is F-forward invariant, the 
whole forward orbit of~ is contained in KM. The existence of such a periodic point 
follows from the density of periodic points in J (F). Consider the function 
1 
cM(t)=l imsup-- log ~ Z I(Fn)¢] -t(w)" 
n--+ oo n 
xeEM wc(FIKM)--I (x) 
The function t ~ cu(t), t c R, has three important properties. First, notice that 
it follows from HSlder's inequality that it is convex in R, so it is continuous. 
Next, it follows easily from Lemma 3.1 that this function is strictly decreasing 
and l imt~+~cu(t)  = -cx~. Finally, each set (FIXM)-I(E M) is not empty as it 
contains a point from the forward orbit of ~. In particular CM (0) ~> 0. All these 
properties imply that there exists a unique value t = tM with CM (tM) = 0. Following 
the general construction described in [3] (see also [8, Chapter 10]), with the sets 
En = (FIKM)-n(E M) we obtain a measure raM, for which mM(KM) = 1 and which 
is "almost conformal" with the exponent tM. We continue on with the following 
lemma; the idea of its proof comes from [ 11 ]. 
Lemma 3.2. For every M large enough there exists p > 0 such that HD(KM) ~< 
tM+p. 
Proof. It immediately follows from Lemma 3.1 that 
(3.4) L----inf{l(fn)'(w)]: WCKM, n~/ 1} > 1 and orLml(fn)'(z)[=  
for all z • KM. Fix p > 0 so large that KL -1 < p(M(M + p))- I  and consider 
the set JM+p. Following the construction of almost conformal measures described 
above, we choose a finite collection of points E M+p C KM+p such that the balls 
B(x, (2(M + p))- l ) ,  x • E M+p, cover the set KM+p. Let y • KM C KM+p. 
Given n ~> 0 there exists x • E M+p such that F~(y) • B(x, (2(M + p))- l ) .  By 
our definition of the set KM+p, all holomorphic branches of F -i, i >/ O, are 
well-defined on B(x, 1/(M + p)). Fix 0 ~< i <~ n and let Fy i be the holomorphic 
branch of F -i sending F ~ (y) to F n-i (y). Then, by Koebe's distortion theorem, for 
all z • B(x, (2(M + p))- l ) ,  we get 
[(fY-e)'(z)l ~< K. 
](Fyi) ' ( f"  (Y))l 
So, since F (~-i) (y) • KM, using (3.4), we obtain [(Fy i)' (z)1<~ K I(Fy i)' (F n (Y))I ~< 
KL -~. Thus, I fyi(X) - Fn-i(y)l <<. KL  -1 < p(M(M + p)) - l ,  and consequently, 
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using the fact that F n-i (y) ~ WM, we see that Fy i (X) E WM+p for all 0 ~< i ~< n. 
This implies that Fy"(X) E KM+p, i.e., Fyn(X) E (FIKM+p)--n(x). Let 5cn (x) be the 
collection of all holomorphic inverse branches Fv -n of F" defined on B(x, (M + 
p)- l ) ,  such that F~ -~ (x) ~ KM+p. It follows from the above considerations that 
(3.5) KM C U U F~-n(B( x' (2 (M+p)) - l ) ) .  
xEEM+P vE.T'n(X ) 
In addition, in view of Lemma 3.1, diam(F~ -~ (B(x, (2(M + p))- l ) )  __+ 0 uniformly 
as n --+ oe, and for every t ~> 0 
(3.6) 
~ • --tZ t (dlam(F; (B(x,3M+p)))) 
xEEM+P VE.T'n(X) 
1 
± ~ ~ I(f~),(w)l t" 
xEEM+p wE(FIKM+p)-n(x) 
Fix now an arbitrary t > tM+p. Then CM+p(t) < 0 and 
1 
Y~ Z I(Fn),(w)l t
xcEM+p wE(FIKM+p)--n(x) 
<. exp(~cM+p(t)n) 
for all n large enough. Combining this, (3.5) and (3.6), we conclude that Ht (KM) = 
0 for all t > tM+p and, consequently, HD(KM) ~ tM+p. [] 
The proof of the next, much easier, fact is a simplification of the argument 
provided in [3] and Chapter 10 of [8] and is written with all details as the proof 
of Lemma 3.1 in [11]. 
Lemma 3.3. It holds HD(KM) ~> tM. 
The main auxiliary result of this section is the following. 
Lemma 3.4. There xist h c (1, HD(Jr( f))]  and an atomless h-conformal mea- 
sure for F supported on J ( F). 
Proof (Sketch). In view of the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [9], HD(KM) ~> s for 
some s > 1 and all M > 0 large enough. Fix one such M and put s = tM. 
Choose p ascribed to this M according to Lemma 3.2. Then, by this lemma, 
tM+k >- HD(KM) = s > 1 for all k ~> p and tM <. HD(KM) ~< 2 by Lemma 3.3. Next, 
we check that the sequence of measures {m~}~_ 1 is tight. The proof goes through 
m exactly as the proof of Proposition 3.3 in [9]. Now, choose a sequence { nk}k=l 
such that the limit h = limn-+~ tn k exists. By the above, h 6 Is, HD(Jr(f))] .  It is 
now rather straightforward to verify that any weak limit measure m of the sequence 
{m~k }~-1 is h-conformal (the argument is a simplification of the argument provided 
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in [3] and Chapter 10 of [8]). Since IU(z)l > 1 for all z c J (F)  \ {1}, all the atoms 
of m must be contained in U~>~0 F-n(1), and in order to demonstrate hat m is 
atomless, it suffices to show that re(l) = 0. This in turn can be done in the same 
way as the proof of Theorem 8.7 in [1], see also the proof of Theorem 1.1 in the 
next section. [] 
The proof of the next lemma is the same as the proof of Proposition 3.6 in [9]. 
Lemma 3.5. I f  t > 1 and mt is an arbitrary t-conformal probability measure for F, 
then mt(Jr) = 1. 
The proof of the following proposition follows immediately from the left-hand 
side of the formula (4.1) established in the proof of Theorem 4.4 in [9]. 
Proposition 3.6. I f  t > 1 and mt is an arbitrary t-conformal measure for F, 
then H ~ ]Jr (F) << mr. Moreover the Radon-Nikodym derivative aHt is bounded from 
above. 
As an immediate consequence of this proposition we get the following. 
Corollary 3.7. l f  t > 1 and a t-conformal measure xists, then HD(Jr(F)) ~< t. 
Combining this corollary and Lemma 3.4, we immediately get the following. 
Corollary 3.8. We have 
HD(J,.(F)) = HD(Jr( f ) )  = h, 
where h is the value described in Lemma 3.4. 
We can provide now a fairly complete description of the structure of the set of 
conformal measures for F : J (F)  ----> J(F).  
Theorem 3.9. The following hold. 
(1) h is the unique t > l for which an atomless conformal measure xists. 
(2) There exists a unique h-conformal measure m for F : J (F )  --+ J(F). The 
measure m is atomless. 
(3) The h-conformal measure m is ergodic and conservative. 
(4) I f  v is a t-eonformal measure for F and t > 1, t ¢ h, then t > h and 
v(U,,>o F - " (1 ) )  = 1. 
Proof. Since (see Lemma 3.4) an h-conformal atomless measure xists, we can 
show in exactly the same way as in the proof of Theorem 4.4 in [9] that if t > h 
then v(Un>~ o F-n(1)) = 1 for any t-conformal measure v; as a matter of fact the 
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argument from the proof of Theorem 4.4 in [9] can be repeated for any point 
z 6 Jr(F) \ U~)0F-n(1).  Since, by Corollaries 3.7 and 3.8, if a t-conformal 
measure xists and t > 1, then t >~ h, the items (4) and (1) are therefore proven. 
We can also show in exactly the same way as in the proof of Theorem 4.4 in [9] that 
any two h-conformal measures restricted to Jr(F) \ I,_Jn) o F-n(1) are equivalent 
(comp. the second part of the first sentence of this proof). Suppose now that v is 
an h-conformal measure with v(Un~>0 F-n(1)) > 0. Since the set ~>~0 F-nO) 
is completely invariant, it is straightforward to see that the measure vl defined 
as v restricted to Un)0 F-n(1) and normalized is h-conformal. This however is a 
contradiction since, by Lemma 3.4 there exists an atomless h-conformal measure m. 
Thus, m(Jr(F) \ (LJn>.O F-n(1))) = 1 and, obviously, m and 1) 1 restricted to Jr(F) \ 
Un~>0 F -no)  are not equivalent. Thus, any h-conformal measure v is equivalent 
to m, and items (2) and (3) can be proven as in the proof of Theorem 4.4 in [9]. [] 
The following two theorems are included for completeness ince they establish 
fundamental properties of Hausdorff and packing measures on Jr (F) and provide 
a complete geometric interpretation f the h-conformal measure m. The proofs are 
straightforward modifications ofcorresponding proofs in [4] and [9]. Thus, we only 
indicate how to use the arguments given there. We would like however to emphasize 
that neither of these two theorems below is needed for the proof of Theorem 1.1, 
the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 3.10. We have 0 < Hh(Jr(F)) < eo. 
Proof. The proof that Hh(Jr(F)) < ec repeats word by word the proof of the 
appropriate part of the proof of Theorem 4.5 in [9]. The proof that Hh(Jr(F)) > 0 
is more involved and it combines the ideas of the proof of Theorem 4.10 in [9] and 
the proof of Proposition 5.3 in [4]. Put 
G = B(1, 1) C/{z: Rez ~> 1}. 
Then there exists a unique holomorphic nverse branch f~ : G --+ C of f such that 
f1-1(1) = 1. Notice that f l- l(G) C G and f~-n:G ~ G converges uniformly to the 
constant function z ~ 1, z 6 G. Take 0 s (0, zr) (the reader is invited to think about 
0 as the number appearing in the proof of Theorem 4.10 in [9]) so small that 
B(z,O) N {f~(O): n ~> O} =0 
for all z ~ G with Rez ~> 1. Take y 6 (0, 0/32) to be so small that if fn- l (z)  6 P+ \ 
G, then the holomorphic inverse branch of fn, sending fn (z) to z, is well-defined 
on B(fn(z), 2y). The reader is invited to think about y as the number appearing 
in Sections 4 and 5 of [4]. Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 in [4] are of local character and 
continue to be true for our map f with co replaced by 1. By our choice of y, the 
proof of Proposition 4.9 in [4] goes through in our case essentially word by word 
(one must for instance replace IITtll by [[f'llG := sup{lf'(w)[: to ~ G}). Replace 
now n = n (z, r) by n + 1 and follow Section 5 of [4] to obtain Proposition 5.3, where 
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the assumption (z, r) 6 N(co) means that fn(z,r)+l E G. Since h > 1, it follows from 
(5.5) in [4] and the right-hand side inequality appearing in Proposition 5.3 of [4] 
that 
(3.7) m(B(z, r)) A r h. 
So, suppose that  fn(z'r)+l(z) ~ G. Since rl(fn)Z(z)] ~ )/K-111ftIIG 1< y < 0/32 
and rl(fn)'(z)l >>. yK  -11rf'll~ 1, the proof of Theorem 4.10 in [9] goes essentially 
word by word to give 
m(B(z,r)) <.Kh(Kl l f ' l lG)h- l rh .  
Combining this with (3.7) finishes the proof. [] 
The proof of Proposition 4.9 in [9] goes through word by word to give the 
following. 
Proposit ion 3.11. We have Ph(Jr(f)) = ~.  In fact ph(G) = co for every open 
non-empty subset of  Jr ( f ). 
We end this section with the following two results which can be correspondingly 
proven in the same way as the appropriate part of Theorem 4.5 in [9] and 
Theorem 5.2 in [9]. 
Theorem 3.12. There exbts a unique probability F-invariant measure I~ ab- 
solutely continuous with respect to h-conformal measure m. In addition, ]z is 
equivalent to m and ergodic. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
It follows from Theorem 4.4 in [9] that for every )~ ~ (0, l /e) there exists a unique 
hz-conformal measure for Fz : J(Fz) --+ J(Fz) supported on Jr(Fz), where hz = 
HD(J~ (Fz)) = HD(Jr (fz)). We need the following. 
Lemma 4.1. If~.n S 1/e as n --+ oo, then the sequence of measures {mzn} ~ is n=l  
tight. 
Proofi Writing Pz, R (t) for PR (t) in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [9], we can find 
8 > 0 so small that the estimate of PZ,R(t) provided in this proof holds for some 
R > 1 and all )~ 6 (1 - 8, 1 + 6). It is then easy to see that there exists some s > 1 
such that Pz, g (s) > 0 for all £ 6 (1 -- 8, 1 + 8). Along with Corollary 3.8 this implies 
that 
(4.1) hx = HD(Jr(Fx)) >/HD(rr(JR,x)) ~> s > 1. 
Now, with obvious modifications, the proof goes in the same way as the proof of 
Proposition 3.3 in [9]. [] 
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Lemma 4.2. Fix a sequence {~.k}~X~ 1 such that )~k .,7 1/e as n ~ o~. Assume that 
mx~ ~ m weakly and that limn~c~ hxk = t for some t ~ O. Then m is a t-conformal 
measure for F: P --+ P supported on P+ f-) J ( F). 
Proof. Put mt = mxk and hk = hx~. Since each measure mk is supported on the 
set {z c P: Rez ~> qzk} (see [9]) and since limk--,~qx~ = q = 1, we see that 
m(P+) = 1. Fix w E P \ J(F). Since the complement of  J ( f )  is the basin B of  
attraction of  q, and B = [-J~=0 f -n(Rez < q), there exists n such that Fn(w) = 
rc(fn(w)) ~ {Rez < q}. This implies (by continuity) that there exists r = r(w) 
such that F~(B(w,r)) C {Rez < qx} and, consequently, B(w,r) C P \ J (Fx) for 
all Z sufficiently close to I /e ,  say ;~ ~ (~, l /e) .  Hence mz(B(w, r)) = 0 for all 
)~ 6 (~, I /e) .  Consequently, for every w ~ P \ J(F) there exists r = r(w) such that 
m(B(x, r/2)) = 0. Thus m(P \ J(F)) = 0. Thus the very last claim of  this lemma is 
proved. Since F(P \ J(F)) = P \ J(F), this implies that also m(F(P \ J(F))) = O. 
Notice that for atl )~ ~ (0, l /e]  J (Fz)  C [.Jl~z{Z: I Im(f~(z)) - 21zrl < zr/2}. I.e., 
J (Fz) is contained in a union of  disjoint strips Ll (;~) = fL  "-1 (1 {I1TI Z - -  21zr } < zr/2l) C 
Lk()0 = fx--l(l{Imz -- 21n'} < 3zr/41). Each Fz is continuous and one-to-one 
on Ll()0. We shall check now the conformality of  m. First, notice that it is 
enough to assume in the formula (3.2) that the set A is bounded. So, let A be a 
bounded Borel set on which F is one-to-0ne. Then A A J(F) = [.JkLk f) A and 
it is clear that it is enough to prove conformality of  the measure for each set 
Lk n A, i.e., one can assume that A is bounded and contained in some strip Ll. 
First, we assume additionally that A is a Jordan domain A c Ll with a smooth 
boundary such that m(OA) = m(OF(A)) = 0 and we shall check the conformality 
formula 
rn(F(A)) = f [F'I t din. 
A 
By continuity, for )~k close to l /e ,  A is contained in /4 ( )0 ,  so Fzk is continuous 
and one-to-one on A. Moreover, FX~IA converges to FIA uniformly as )~k -+ 
1/e. 
We shall prove first that 




f]Fxk[ hkdmk- f lF'ltdrn ~ f117~klhkdmk - f lF'ltdrnk 
A A A A 
+ f lF ' l 'dmk- f [F'ltdm. 
A A 
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The second summand converges to zero since mk --+ m weakly and m(OA) = 0. The 
first summand tends to zero since pl hk converges to ]UI t uniformly on A. Using 
* )~k 
(4.2) and hk-conformality for Fxk, we get that 
mdFz (A)): f lF[ lh dm   f lF'l'dm 
A A 
when n ~ e~. Therefore, in order to prove t-conformality of m, it is enough to 
check that 
Indeed, 
lim mk(Fxk (A)) =m(F(A) ) .  
t l  ---~ oo  
Imk(F)q,(A))--m(F(A))] <~ ]mk(Fzk(A))- -mk(F(A)) l  
+ Imk(F (A) ) -  m(F(Z))[ .  
The second summand converges to 0 since m (0 F(A)) = 0 and mk ~ m weakly. The 
first summand can be estimated from above by m k (Fxk (A)A F (A)). Let us show that 
lim mk (Fxk (A) A F(A)) = O. 
k- -+~ 
Indeed, Fzk (A) is a Jordan domain enclosed by some smooth curve gk, F(A) is also 
a Jordan domain enclosed by some smooth curve y. Therefore, since Fz~ converges 
to F uniformly on A, the symmetric difference Fz k (A)AF(A)  is contained in some 
"collar" Yk = {z: dist(z, y) < 3k}, where 3k ~ 0 as n ~ 0o. Now, it is enough to 
observe that 
lim mk(Yk) = O. 
k--+oo 
Indeed, suppose on the contrary that mki (Yki) >/ e for some e > 0 and infinitely 
many ki 's. Fix one such ki. Since Yki D Yki+j for all j large enough, we get 
mki+j(Yki) >~ e which in turn, letting j --+ cx~ gives that m(Y~ i ) >~ e for all 
i >~ 1. Since g = ["~=1 ~k/, this would imply that re(OF(A)) = m(~') >~ e > 0 
which contradicts our assumption that m(OF(A)) = 0. Thus, we have proved the 
equality m(F(A))  = fA I U[tdm for every A with a smooth boundary, A C L1, 
m(OA) = m(OF(A)) = 0. By the standard limit procedure, the same holds for 
any Jordan domain A with a smooth boundary and for any (open or closed) 
rectangle P contained in Lt. Now, we have to compare two Borel measures on LI" 
ml (A) = fA [F1lt dm and m2(A) = m(F(A))  (the latter is well-defined since FILl is 
a homeomorphism). Since these two measures coincide for any rectangle A C Ll, it 
is standard to conclude that m 1 = m2. [] 
Lemma 4.3. With the same assumptions as in Lemma 4.2, the limit measure m 
has no atoms. 
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Proof. We change the variables. Put ~ = z - qz. In these coordinates fz takes on 
the form 
fz  (z) = Le ~+qz -- q~. = qz )~e ~ - q)~ = qz (e ~ - 1). 
So, 
fx (0)=0 and f f (0)=qx.  
In particular we gained that 0 is a common fixed point of all maps )~. Developing 
the Taylor series expansion of j~ about 0, we conclude the existence of a constant 
B > 0 such that for every )~ c (0, l/e) sufficiently close to 1/e and all z E B(0, 1/2), 
we have that 
(4.3) f z (z ) - (q~.z+f f -~z2)  <~Blzl 3. 
We change now the variables again sending the fixed point 0 to ec via the conjugacy 
z ~ 1/z. In these coordinates j~ takes on the form 
1 1 
gz(w)  -- _ 
f~(1/w) -- q~(1/w + 1/(2w 2) + O(1/lw13)) 
q~.(1 + 1/(2w) + O(1/Iw[2)) 
for all w with Iw[ /> 2 and the constant involved in O(1/Iwl 2) independent of ;.. 
There thus exists Q > 0 (independent of )~) such that for all w e [ Q, ec), one can 
write 
g(w)  := gz(w)  < ~,(w) :=q~l (w - ~)  < w. 
Suppose now that ~,x e [Q, ec) and ~(2) ~< g(x).  Since g(x) < ~(x) and since the 
function ~ is increasing, we conclude that ~ < x. So, if wn > Wn-1 > wn-2 > "'" > 
w0 = ~ is a sequence of consecutive preimages of ~ under g (i.e., g(wj )  = w j - l )  
and i f~  > w~-I > wn-a > "" > G0 = ~ is a corresponding sequence ofpreimages 
of ~ under ~, then wn > ~n. The value of ~, can be easily calculated. Indeed, 
n-1  
_1 q~-  1 1Z  j n 




(4.4) w,, > ~,~ ~> ~-. 
Let Log" {z e C: Rez > 0} --+ C be the branch of logarithm sending 1 to 0. Then 
j~_l(w) =Log(q~-lw + 1), w c {z c C: Rez > -1}, 
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is the unique holomorphic inverse branch of fz sending 0 to 0. Fix now w c {z c 
C: Re z/> 0}. Then 
Hence 
Re(f~l(w)) = loglqz-'w + 11 ~> log(Re(q~-lw) + 1) ~> log1 =0.  
(4.5) 
Let 
f~,~({z 6C: Rez ~>0}) c {z e C: Rez ~>0} 
and we can therefore speak about iterates 
f~,~({z ~C: Rez ~> 0}) C {z s C: Rez/> 0}. 
Fix now zo 6 (0, 1/Q) and for every n ~> 0 put z~ = )~_~(zo) E (0, ~) .  Since the 
maps j~ and gz are conjugate via the map z ~ 1/z, it follows from (4.4) that 
4 
zn ~< - .  
n 
S= {zeC:  l<~lz t~-~}n{z~C:Rez>~O}.  
We shall prove now that for every £ 6 (0, l/e) sufficiently close to 1/e and for every 
r 6 (0, 1), we have 
(x? 
(4.6) B(0, r) n J(3~) C U f)~,0(--" S), 
n=n.(r) 
[ -  log(r)] and [x] is the integer part ofx. In particular where n . ( r )= L log(2e) J 
(4.7) lim n.(r) = cx~. 
r--+0 
Indeed, notice first that if Re z >7 0, then 
I--1 - '  
= fi,o (0) 1 ~< , f i , o (Z) -  Izl sup{l(/£d)'(w)l: w [O,z]} 
/ ' / ~< Izlsup qzll_t_q[lwl, we[0,  zl ~< Izlq[ 1. 
Since J ( fD = J ( fD -qx  c {z 6 C: Rez ~>0}, since f~(J(fD) = J(fz) = 
f~l ( j ( fx ) )  and since f~;~(fx(z)) = z for all z E {z e C: Rez ~> 0} M B(0, 1), we 
therefore conclude that Ij~(z)l ~> qzlzl for all z ~ JO~) n B(0, 1). Since for every 
X ~ (0, l/e), q~ > 1, we thus see that for every z ~ B(0, 1) n J ( fD \ {0} there 
exists a least n >~ 1 such that )~n (z) ~t B(0, 1). It then follows from the Mean Value 
Inequality that 
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= fz (£  (z))-Y~(o) I <~qzelffU'(z)-O I 
<. qzelf~-l(z)[ <~ qxe <~ ~yr, 
where the last inequality was written assuming that )~ e (0, l/e) is sufficiently 
close to 1/e. Hence, the formula (4.6) has been established with an appropriate 
n = n. (z, r) and we need to prove the required lower bound on n. (z, r) independent 
ofz. So, suppose that z • B(0, r), r • (0, 1), and let n/> 1 be the least integer such 
that f~(z) ~ B(O, 1). Then 
;n,  [0, z]} 1 <<. IL°(z)I = I f ; (z ) -  i;(O)l-< Izl suP{l(f;) (w)l: w • 
<<. [z[(qze) n <~ r(2e) n, 
where the last inequality was written assuming that ~ • (0, l /e) is sufficiently close 
- log(r) and the proof of (4.6) is complete. to 1/e. Hence, n ~> 
Fix now r • (0, 1) and )~ • (0, l/e) so close to 1/e as required in formula (4.6). 
Let thx be the image ofm~ under the translation z ~ z - qx. Notice that 
= f d~z 
S 
and that ~z is atomless. Therefore, using (4.6), we get 
f ~-n t h~. (4.8) N)~(B(O,r))~ Z Nz( / ;~(S) )= E I(f~,o)[ dmz 
n>~n,(r) n>~n,(r) S 
~<NxCS) Z sup{l(f~)'(z)[:  z~S} 
n>~n,(r) 
sup{l(fC )'(z)l:z • s}  
n)n,(r )  
Fix now zo = 3zr/4. Since -qx is the only singular point of 3~ and since 
~'n ec {f)~ (-qD}n=o C IR n {z ~ C: Rez < 0}, we conclude that there exists an open 
connected simply connected set V D S such that each holomorphic inverse branch 
of )~n defined on S extends holomorphically to V. It therefore follows from Koebe's 
Distortion Theorem that for every n/> 0 
inf{ I (~-~g)'(w)[: w • S} × sup{ [(fz~g)'(w)[: w • S}. 
Since [zl, zo] = [log(qz-13zr/4 + 1), 3Jr/4] c [1, Jr] for all ;~ • (0, l/e) sufficiently 
close to l/e, we obtain the following 
(4.9) Izo-zal ~< sup{l(f~)'(w)[: w•[zn,Zn-ll}lzn-Zn-l[ 
= (inf{] (f~g)'(w)]: w • [Zl, zo]})-llz~ - z~-ll 
× (sup{l(f~7g)'(w)[: w • S}) - I I zn  -- Zn--l[. 
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Now, in view of  (4.3) 
zn ( qx 20( [z~13) )  IZn - Zn-ll = [Zn - 3~(Zn)[ = - qxZn - -~Z n + 
~< (qz - 1)[z~[ + CIz~l 2 
for some constant C > 0 independent of)~ and n. Combining this along with (4.9), 
(4.9) and (4.5), we get 
m~(B(O, r ) )~ ~ IZn--Zn_llhZlzO--Zl]-hx~ ~ ]Zn--Zn_l[ hx 
n>/n,(r) n>/n,(r) 
1 
~< Z ( (q)~- l ) l z~l+Clzn[2)  hx--< E nhx • 
n>/n,(r) n)n,(r) 
Since, in view of(4.1), hx 7> s > 1 for all )~ ~ (0, l /e)  sufficiently close to l /e,  the 
last series can be estimated from above by 
1 
n>/n,(r) 
which converges to 0 when r "N 0 since l imr~0 n,(r)  = ~.  Since l imk~ r~zk = r~, 
where N is the image of the limit measure m under the translation z ~ z - 1, 
we therefore conclude that N(0) = 0 and consequently re(l) = 0. Hence by 
conformality of  m, m([.Jn> 0 f -n (1 ) )  = 0 and, as m cannot have other atoms, we 
are done. [] 
We are now ready to finish the proof of Theorem 1.1. Indeed, fix a sequence 
)~k/7 1/e. Since 1 < s ~< hxk ~< 2, each accumulation point t of  the sequence 
{hz~}ff_l is in the interval Is, 2]. Our aim is to show that t = h (= HD(Jr(f l /e))) .  
Passing to a subsequence, we may assume that l imk .~ hzk = t and, in view of  
Lemma 4.1, we may assume that the sequence {mxn}n~_l converges weakly to a 
Borel probability measure m. In view of  Lemma 4.2, (4.1) and Lemma 4.3, m is 
a t-conformal measure for F1/e supported on J(F1/e) with t ~> s > 1. Since by 
Lemma 4.3, the measure m is atomless, it therefore follows from Theorem 3.9(1) 
that t = h and we are done. 
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